
Chris Killip 

Killip speaks about how the people he photographed are ordinary and anonymous and that the 

gallery space in which he has exhibited them and the history makes him proud to be there and 

to have his work up there. I feel the same with my project, with regards to the people and 

place being anonymous, so it would seem with regards to the media coverage... The residents 

are all friendly and involved in so many things around the area, educated have or had 

fantastic careers and are the most welcoming community I have come across so far in my life 

time.  Like Killip expresses they are ordinary people and not seen, the media in Knowle 

West's case is focused mainly on the negative side with regards to news coverage, which is a 

shame. 

He mentions that Walker Evans is his main influence, he likes the way he takes the 

photographs of his subjects clearly that he conveyed the information as clearly as he could.   

Cartier Bresson's photograph of the boy carrying the two bottles of wine was the first 

photograph he saw when he was seventeen.  He mentions how he could not stop thinking 

about the image.  It was then that he began photographing, that before this time he had not 

taken photos before. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=cartier+bresson+boy+carrying+wine+bottles&safe=active&espv=2&tbm=isch&imgil=wiA6SVZfyTxmCM%253

A%253BSZvfyBDmUQTWsM%253Bhttps%25253A%25252F%25252Fedwardlondono.wordpress.com%25252F2014%25252F05%25252F21%25252Fhen

ri-cartier-bresson-boy-carrying-a-wine-bottle-rue-mouffetard-paris-

1954%25252F&source=iu&pf=m&fir=wiA6SVZfyTxmCM%253A%252CSZvfyBDmUQTWsM%252C_&usg=__QA0jLrU6fScGi8MxqM2l9rxk3XY%3D

&biw=1366&bih=613&ved=0ahUKEwiRm6y3h73TAhUTOsAKHYLgCacQyjcIMg&ei=uur9WJHWGZP0gAaCwae4Cg#imgrc=wiA6SVZfyTxmCM: 



Killip mentions that his work is about what happened in the place he photographs and the 

observation of the history. Which is my understanding of my work and the aim to get across 

with the history of my fathers side of the family, that once preached at St Barnabas Church 

weekly and were all Christened there.  The series of images and video coverage could be said 

to be a part of my diary and family tree, visually expressing my life today.... 

 

Killips work is political, not in an intentional form but his work was based around issues 

during the time he was shooting, for example when people in social housing such as a block 

of flats in Newcastle were burning their way out of their homes, so they will be given 

different housing.  Killip was intrigued not actually by this fact, but how other neighbours 

within the block of flat had washing hanging up in the balcony and flowers on display, it was 

this that he was trying to portray.  however the council thought differently, and mentioned 

this during the meetings, adding this into the minutes and said that he was portraying the 

social housing in a negative manner 'for example' and that none of his work for this project 

was to be shown in any local council gallery. 

On the contrary I too am showing the true realities of a lovely community within an area, and 

not focusing on the negative parts or areas within the community. 

 

 

The image above is from Killips series In flagrante 2, of a man and son in Newcastle.  The 

composition is powerful, the way they are lit is striking.  The shallow depth of field behind 

brings them even closer to the foreground, as though they are about to walk out of the 

photograph.  The gaze they both have makes you want to see what it is they are focusing on, 

as the cables overhead lead you out towards where they look. The child wearing sandals and 



a winter coat with the hood up, that has an oddness about it.  The boy looks quite troubled, or 

is he frowning because of the sun shining in his eyes?  The way the young boy rests his arm 

on his father's head may suggest they are stood staring at something.  

I do enjoy looking at his photographic work and reading about the era and Thatcherism.  It is 

fascinating how Killip has captured so many types of photographs in places at a specific time 

that in some form or other represents what was happening then.  The relevance that his work 

has which contains some form of political content and how he carries this out in a neutral 

way. 

I feel that the photographs are as though he was stepping back in time, rather than living that 

moment, possibly because of his detachment from the political issues as expressed above on 

the social housing, where people burnt their homes, where indeed his interests lie on the 

normality living,  thus eloquently expressing parts of the area visually.  By these findings it 

would seem his intentions were not always to portray negativity or historical issues that were 

happening during that time?.  However like myself and others, we do this subconsciously. 

We all have a story to tell, in whatever way we wish to present our story photographically to 

the viewer is individual, and indeed how the viewer interacts and reads our work also. 
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